KLA-Tencor is Hiring | Application Development Engineer for Target Design Team

Description

- Target design team develops and delivers the most advanced overlay metrology methods and systems to the semiconductor overlay measurement markets
- Role includes taking part in development of the most advanced targets simulation tool, characterizing customer technology needs together with existing and future gaps
- In this Role you will develop targets which requires knowledge in optics, materials, semiconductor process and integration and will need to lead discussions and deliveries to the most advanced semiconductor manufacturers

Requirements

- Msc in Physics, Optical Science/Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Materials Science
- Knowledge of at least one of the following is required: Optical systems, Semiconductor processing and Fabrication, Algorithm development and implementation
- Hands on analysis tools such as MATLAB – is an advantage
- Experience in the semi-conductor industry, mainly in the lithography process – is an advantage
- Ability to travel to customers abroad at about 20 % of the time
- Self-driven, yet a strong team player
- Location: Migdal HaEmek

https://klafb.hunterhrms.com - הגשת מועמדות מקוונת בלבד - קישור לדף המשרותמקוונת בלבד - לא במיל

Academic@kla-tencor.com - כתובת למשולה מיל